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Monolithi nite-state probabilisti programs have been abstra tly modeled by nite Markov hains, and the algorithmi veri ation problems for them have been investigated very extensively. In
this paper we survey re ent work ondu ted by the authors together
with olleagues on the algorithmi veri ation of probabilisti pro edural programs ([BKS,EKM04,EY04℄). Probabilisti pro edural programs
an more naturally be modeled by re ursive Markov hains ([EY04℄),
or equivalently, probabilisti pushdown automata ([EKM04℄). A very ri h
theory emerges for these models. While our re ent work solves a number of veri ation problems for these models, many intriguing questions
remain open.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The topi of this paper is the de idability and omputational omplexity of
veri ation problems for models of probabilisti programs. Loosely speaking, a
program is probabilisti if it an ip a oin in order to de ide the next exe ution
step. Probabilisti models of programs are of interest for at least two reasons.
First, we may wish to model and analyze randomized algorithms, whi h are intrinsi ally probabilisti . Se ond, sometimes when we model a program's behavior
we may wish to repla e a deterministi bran hing hoi e by a probabilisti one in
order to obtain information about the indu ed probability of ertain behaviors,
e.g., that the program terminates in a ertain state. The probabilities hosen
for the bran hes may either be subje tive hoi es or be based, e.g., on statisti s
a umulated from pro ling data.
As usual, in the area of automated software veri ation we assume that the
variables of the program have a nite domain, either be ause the program was
so designed, or be ause it is an abstra tion of another program. The omplexity of probabilisti veri ation has been extensively studied for nite-state atprograms, where the program onsists of one pro edure ontaining no pro edure
alls, and the ontrol me hanisms are only the basi if-then-else instru tions
and while loops.
In this ase, the program has a nite number of states, and an be modeled
abstra tly by a nite Markov Chain. There is already an extensive literature on
analysis of su h models (see, e.g., [Var85,CY95,Kwi03℄). Sin e last year, both

authors, together with olleagues, have initiated a study of veri ation problems
for programs with multiple (possibly re ursive) pro edures, alled pro edural
programs in this paper [EKM04,EY04℄. Sin e the state of su h a program must
ontain information about the sta k of alls that have not yet been ompleted,
the state spa e is potentially in nite, and so these programs are more naturally
modeled by ountably in nite Markov hains of a ertain kind. As we will see,
veri ation questions related to these models lead to very interesting algorithmi
and mathemati al problems.
In this paper we survey our published results and report on our work in
progress [EKM04,EY04,BKS℄. While a number of interesting algorithmi questions have been answered, many questions remain. We use this opportunity to
emphasize the intuition behind the results and avoid the te hni alities.
This survey is based on joint work by the rst author
together with Tomas Brazdil, Antonn Kuera, Ri hard Mayr and Oldri h
Strazovsky [BKS,EKM04℄, and on joint work by the se ond author together
with Mihalis Yannakakis [EY04℄. We would both like to a knowledge and thank
our ollaborators.
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2 Models of probabilisti programs
The state of a running program, as usual, onsists of the ontents of memory
together with the lo ation of the program's ontrol. This de nes a state transition
system, whose transitions are from a state s to a state t whenever the program
an move in one step from s to t.
In the ase of probabilisti programs we assume that transitions are labelled
with a positive probability, i.e., a number in the interval (0; 1℄, and that the sum
of the probabilities atta hed to the transitions leaving a state is 1, or 0 if the
state is a halting state. This transforms the state spa e into a Markov hain.
A state of a at-program ontains information about the urrent ontrol point
and the urrent values of the variables. If we assume that variables have a nite
domain, as we always do in this paper, the state spa e of the program is nite,
and so probabilisti at-programs an be modelled as nite Markov hains.
Let us now dis uss formal models for probabilisti programs with pro edures.
When a pro edure or fun tion Q is alled from another pro edure or fun tion
P , with parameter values v passed from P to Q,
(1) the return address (i.e. the point of P to ontrol has to return after ompletion of the all) and the urrent values of the lo al variables of P are stored
as an a tivation re ord on the all sta k;
(2) ontrol is transferred to an initial ontrol point of Q, and the passed parameter values v an be treated as a value of a lo al variable of Q.
(3) upon ompletion of the all, ontrol is transferred to the return address,
and the values of the lo al variables of P are restored a ording to the top
a tivation re ord on the all sta k, and if the pro edure Q returned a value
r, the value r is passed ba k to P in a lo al variable.

Thus, the state of a program with pro edures ontains information about the
urrent ontrol point, the urrent values of the variables, and the urrent ontents
of the all sta k. We may represent a state by a triple (g; l; r), where g represents
the urrent values of the global variables, l the ontrol point and values of the
lo al variables of the urrent pro edure (whi h may in lude parameters passed
to it, or values returned to it), and r is a sequen e of a tivation re ords, with
the top of the sta k as rst element of the sequen e. Sin e the sta k size is not
bounded a priori, the program may have an in nite state spa e, and the Markov
hain asso iated with a program with pro edures may be in nite.
As in the ase of nite at-programs, we assume that transitions are labelled
with a positive probability. We also assume that the probability of a transition (q1 ; l1 ; r1 ) ! (g2 ; l2 ; r2 ) depends only on g1 ; l1 and g2 ; l2 . Intuitively, this
means that the probability of exe uting a parti ular instru tion of the program
ode only depends on the urrent program ontrol point and the urrent values
of the program variables, and not on the ontexts of the all sta k. There are
some spe ial situations in whi h one might like to weaken this ondition (for
instan e, some methods of the Java Development Kit inspe t the sta k of a tivation re ords [BJMT01℄), but even in this ase, using oding tri ks, one an
onstru t equivalent Markov hains satisfying it.
When the number of ontrol points and the domains of program variables are
nite, su h probabilisti pro edural programs indu e a parti ular family of in nite Markov hains. We an not work dire tly with in nite Markov hains, but
need to work with nite representations of them. We onsider two equivalent
nitely presented models of these Markov hains: Probabilisti Pushdown Automata (PPDAs) (studied in [EKM04℄) and Re ursive Markov Chains (RMCs)
(studied in [EY04℄). These models have non-probabilisti ounterparts whi h
have been studied extensively in re ent resear h on veri ation and program
analysis: for Pushdown Systems (PDAs) see, e.g., [BEM97,EHRS00℄, and for
Re ursive State Ma hines (RSMs) see [AEY01,BGR01℄.
2.1

Re ursive Markov Chains

A re ursive Markov hain is a tuple (A1 ; : : : ; Ak ), where ea h Ai is a omponent.
Ea h omponent models a pro edure of the program and onsists of:
{
{

{

A set of nodes, with two distinguished subsets of entry and exit nodes.
A set of boxes. A box b is labelled with an integer Y (b) 2 f1; ::; k g, and has a
all port, or just a all (en; b) for ea h entry node en of AY (b) , and a return
port, or just a return (ex; b) for ea h exit node ex of AY (b) .
x
A set of transitions u !
v where
 u is either a non-exit node or a all port,
 v is either non-entry node, or a return port, and
 x is a positive probability, with the ondition that the sum of the probabilities of all the transitions having sour e u is 1 or 0, if the vertex u is
an exit node or all port, whi h has no outgoing edges in Ai .

Re ursive Markov hains re e t the stru ture of a program with pro edures.
Ea h pro edure is modelled by a omponent. A node orresponds to a lo al state
of the pro edure, i.e., to one of its ontrol points and a valuation of its lo al
variables, plus the values of the global variables, if any. Entry nodes orrespond
to the possible initial states of the pro edures, whi h also re e t the parameter
values passed to it, and exit nodes orrespond to lo al states from whi h ontrol
is returned to the aller and the returned value. A transition to a all port (en; b)
of a box b labeled by Y (b) = i models a all with parti ular parameter values
re e ted by the node en, to the pro edure modelled by Ai . Similarly, a transition
from a return port orresponds to a return, with parti ular return values.
A RMC A = (A1 ; : : : ; Ak ) de nes a (possibly in nite) Markov hain MA as
follows. Let a vertex be either a node, a all, or a return. The states of MA ,
whi h we all global states, are pairs hu; B i, where u is a vertex and B = b1 : : : bn
is a sequen e of boxes. M has the following transitions:
x
x
0
0
{ a transition hu; B i !hu ; B i for every transition u ! u and every sequen e
of boxes B ;
1
{ a transition h(en; b); B i !hen; bB i for every all port (b; en), and every sequen e of boxes B ; and
1
{ a transition hex; bB i !h(ex; b); B i for every return port (ex; b), and every
sequen e of boxes B .
RMCs an be depi ted visually in a natural way. An example RMC is in Figure 1.
This RMC has only one omponent, A1. It ontains two nodes: entry en and exit
ex, and two boxes, b1, and b2, both of whi h are labeled by the same omponent,
A1, i.e., Y (b1) = Y (b2) = 1. Ea h box bi has a all port (en; bi), and a return
port (ex; bi). (In this example, it so happens that the probability of rea hing the
state hex; i from hen; i is 1=2. We will see why this is the ase later.)
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Fig. 1.

2.2

Probabilisti

An example RMC, A

Pushdown Automata

A probabilisti pushdown automaton (pPDA) onsists of

{
{
{

a nite set of ontrol states,
a nite sta k alphabet, and
x
a nite set of rules of the form pX !
q , where p and q are ontrol states, X
is a sta k symbol, is a word of sta k symbols, and x is a positive probability.
The left hand side pX of a rule is the rule's head, or just a head, for short.

A pPDA de nes a Markov hain M : the states of M are pairs hp; S i, where
p is a ontrol state and S is a sequen e of sta k symbols. M has a transition
x
x
hp; X i !h
q; i for every rule pX !
q and sequen e of sta k symbols .
We an easily transform a RMC into a pPDA. It suÆ es to take the set of
verti es as ontrol states, boxes as sta k symbols, and the following set of rules:
{
{
{

x
x
a rule u b !
u0 for every transition u !
u0 and every box b,
1
0
0
a rule (en; b)b ! en bb for every all port (b; en) and every box b0 , and
1
a rule ex b !
(ex; b) for every exit node ex and every box b.

In this paper we assume that pPDA are in the following normal form:
{
{

x
for every rule pX !
q , has length at most 2, and
for every p and every X at least one rule has pX as left hand side.

Note that the pPDAs obtained from RMCs by the translation above are in
normal form. Normal form pPDAs an also be transformed to RMCs of the
same size, by mimi king a translation of PDAs to RSMs given in [AEY01℄. Thus
RMCs have a tight orresponden e to normal form pPDAs.1 Every pPDA an
also be put in normal form in linear time while preserving all properties of
interest.

3 Rea hability
Given two states s0 ; sf of a probabilisti sequential program, let [s0 ; sf ℄ denote
the probability of eventually rea hing sf starting from s0 . We wish to answer
the following questions:
(1) The qualitative rea hability problem: Is [s0 ; sf ℄ = 1?
(2) The quantitative rea hability problem: Given  2 (0; 1℄, is [s0 ; sf ℄  ?
We may also wish to ompute or approximate the probability [s0 ; sf ℄.
3.1

Flat programs

In the ase of at-programs, s0 and sf are states of a nite Markov hain M .
The answers to (1) and (2) are well-known, but we qui kly re all them in order
to ompare them with the answers in the pro edural ase.
1

There is a minor loss of information of the stru ture of the RMC when going from
an RMC to a pPDA. This has some omplexity impli ations in the non-probabilisti
setting (see [AEY01℄), but is immaterial in the probabilisti setting.

In a nite Markov hain [s0 ; sf ℄ = 1 holds if and only if either (a) there is a
single Bottom Strongly Conne ted Component (BSCC) of M that is rea hable
from s0 and sf belongs to that omponent, or (b) sf belongs to every path
from s0 to any BSCC, i.e., removing sf makes all BSCC's unrea hable from s0 .
These properties an be he ked in linear time using standard graph algorithms.
Observe that whether [s0 ; sf ℄ = 1 or not depends only on the topology of the
Markov hain, and not on the probabilities labelling the transitions.
Let us onsider now the quantitative problem. Assume that the transitions
1 s ; : : : ; s p!
k
sk . We have the following equation:
leaving s0 are s0 p!
1
0
[s0 ; sf ℄ = p1  [s1 ; sf ℄ + : : : + pk [sk ; sf ℄
If we write down the same equation for every pair s; s0 , and look at the terms
[s; s0 ℄ as unknowns, we obtain a linear system of equations x = L(x), in m unknowns x = (x1 ; : : : ; xm ), where ea h variable xi orresponds to some unknown
probability [s; s0 ℄. It an be show that the probabilities we wish to ompute are
given by the least non-negative solution for this system, by whi h we mean a
m
ve tor q = (q1 ; : : : ; qm ) 2 Rm
0 , su h that q = L(q), and su h that if v 2 R0 is
another solution then qi  vi for all i, 1  i  m. We will see a generalization of
this when we study RMCs and pPDAs.
There are a number of ways to ompute this least solution. Sin e the system
is linear, the least solution is rational, and one ould use, e.g., linear programming methods to ompute it. More eÆ iently, it turns out the system an be
transformed into another one su h that the least solution of the old system is the
unique solution of the new system. The new system an then be solved using,
e.g., Gaussian elimination, or its solution an be approximated eÆ iently using
iterative numeri al pro edures like Ja obi or Gauss-Seidel, et .
3.2

Pro edural programs

When we try to generalize the answers for probabilisti at programs to the
pro edural ase, we qui kly en ounter a number of obsta les. To begin with, the
answer to the qualitative problem is no longer independent of the values of the
probabilities, as shown by the following example. Consider the pPDA given by
the rules.

pX
pX

1

x
!
pXX
x
!
p

(We ould also take the RMC A depi ted in Figure 1, with the probabilities 2=3
and 1=3 repla ed by x and 1 x, respe tively.) The in nite Markov hain de ned
by this pPDA orresponds to a `trun ated' Bernoulli walk, depi ted in Figure
2, and a standard result states that [pX; p℄ = 1 if and only if x  1=2. So the
answer to the qualitative problem \is [pX; p℄ = 1 ?" depends not only on the
topology of the RMC, but also on the value of x.
For omputing these probabilities we an not simply pro eed as in the nite
ase to write down one linear equation for ea h probability [s; s0 ℄, for every pair

hp; i

x
1

Fig. 2.
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The Markov hain of a pPDA

s; s0 , be ause the Markov hain is in general in nite and this would lead us to

an in nite system of linear equations in in nitely many variables.
For the moment, let us onsider a simpler problem: given a vertex u and an
exit node ex of the same omponent Ai , what is the probability of starting at
the global state hu; i, eventually rea hing the state hex; i? Let us denote this
probability by [u; ex℄. Although we do not expand on it in this survey, omputing(or approximating) these probabilities is suÆ ient to allow us to ompute
(approximate) rea hability probabilities between other pairs of states s; s0 .
Consider three ases of what [u; ex℄ might be, based on the vertex u:
{
{

u = ex. Then [u; ex℄ = 1.
If u is a node or a return port, and the transitions leaving u are
n
1 v ; : : : ; v p!
vn . Then, as in the ase of a nite Markov hain,
u p!
1
[u; ex℄ = p1  [v1 ; ex℄ + : : : + pn  [vn ; ex℄

{

u = (b; en) is a all port of a box b orresponding to a omponent Aj . Then,
in order to rea h hex; i from h(b; en); i, we must follow a path of the form

h(en; b); i !hen; bi   hex0 ; bi !h(ex0 ; b); i
1

1

If the exit nodes of the omponent Aj are ex01 ; : : : ; ex0n , then, sin e the probability of eventually rea hing hex0 ; bi from hen; bi is equal to the probability
of eventually rea hing hex0 ; i from hen; i, we get
[(en; b); ex℄ = [en; ex01 ℄  [ex01 ; ex℄ + : : : + [en; ex0n ℄  [ex0n ; ex℄

We thus have a nite system of non-linear multi-variate polynomial equations
for the unknowns [u; ex℄, ranging over every pair u; ex, where u is a vertex of the
RMC and ex is an exit node of the same omponent. Lets asso iate ea h unknown
probability [u; ex℄ with a orresponding variable x[u;ex℄ . For onvenien e we index
these variables x1 ; : : : ; xm , obtaining a ve tor x, and we have m multi-variate
polynomial equations, xj = Pj (x), whi h we write together as
x

= P (x)

(1)

Consider the partial order on m-ve tors given by x  y if and only if xi  yi
for all i, 1  i  m. The mapping P : Rm 7! Rm de nes a monotone operator
on a ompa t and downward- losed (with respe t to ) subspa e D of [0; 1℄m .
Let P r (x) denote P (x) if r = 1, and P (P r 1 (x)), for r > 1. It is lear, by the
non-negativity of oeÆ ients of P (), that P r (0)  P r+1 (0), for r  1.

(see [EY04℄ and see [EKM04℄ for an equivalent result for pPDAs)
= P (x) has a (unique) Least Fixed Point (LFP) solution q 2 [0; 1℄m , given by
q = limr!1 P r (0). I.e., q = P (q), and q  v for any solution v. Moreover the
ve tor q gives pre isely the probabilities [u; ex℄, i.e.: [u; ex℄ = q[u;ex℄ .
Theorem 1.
x

Now, how do we ompute this LFP? Well, we an't ompute it exa tly, and
there are several other nasty features to the systems x = P (x) that distinguish
them from the linear systems for nite Markov hains:
Theorem 2.

([EY04℄)

1. Irrational probabilities: There is an RMC for whi h the probability [en,ex℄ is
irrational, and in fa t not \solvable by radi als".
i
2. Slow onvergen e: There is an RMC for whi h j[en; ex℄ P[2en;ex℄ (0)j  21i .
In other words, we need 2i appli ations of the operator P to get within i bits
of pre ision of the LFP.
3. Very small & large probabilities: There is a family of hierar hi al (i.e., no
re ursion) RMCs, A(n), parameterized by their size n, for whi h [en; ex℄ =
1
1
0
n in A(n). And a family, A (n), of size n, for whi h [en; ex℄ = 1
n .
22
22

We an still ask whether a probability is exa tly 1, or at least  for some rational
number , and we an still try to eÆ iently approximate the probabilities to
within a desired number of bits of pre ision.
RMCs and the Existential Theory of Reals. Given a system x = P (x) asso iated with an RMC, and a ve tor q 2 [0; 1℄n , onsider the following existential
rst-order senten e in the theory of reals:

'  9x1 ; : : : ; xm

m
^
i=1

Pi (x1 ; : : : ; xm ) = xi ^

m
^
i=1

0  xi ^

m
^
i=1

xi  q i

 z  q, with z = P (z ).
Thus, if we had a way to de ide the truth of this senten e, we would be
able to tell whether [u; ex℄  qi , for some rational qi , by using the ve tor
q = (1; 1; : : : ; qi ; 1; : : : ; 1). Now onsider the senten e , obtained from ' by
repla ing xi  qi with xi < qi , for 1  i  m. is false pre isely when there is
no solution z , su h that 0  z  q . Thus, to de ide whether q is the LFP, we
need to he k the truth of ' and the falsehood of . Furthermore, by a straightforward \binary sear h", we ould use j \queries" to the existential theory of
reals to obtain a probability [u; ex℄ to within j bits of pre ision (see [EY04℄).
Happily, beginning with Tarski, the de idability and omplexity of the rstorder theory of real and its fragments has been deeply investigated. The urrent
state of the art (see e.g. [Can88,Ren92,BPR96℄) provides a PSPACE algorithm
that de ides whether an existential senten e with rational oeÆ ients is true for
the real numbers. The algorithm's running time is exponential only in the number
of variables of the senten e. Using these results one an obtain the following:

' holds true pre isely when there is some solution 0

([EY04℄) Given RMC A and rational value , there is a PSPACE
algorithm to de ide whether [u; ex℄  , with running time O(jAjO(1)  2O(m) )
where m is the number of variables in the system x = P (x) for A. Moreover
[u; ex℄ an be approximated to within j bits of pre ision within PSPACE and
with running time at most j times the above.
Theorem 3.

Single-exit RMCs and Sto hasti Context-Free Grammars. Sto hasti
x
Context-Free Grammars (SCFGs) have rules N !
, labeled with a probability
x, where N is a non-terminal, and a string of terminals and nonterminals. The
probabilities of the rules asso iated with ea h non-terminal N must sum to 1.
It an be shown that SCFGs are \equivalent" in a pre ise sense to singleexit RMCs where ea h omponent an have only a single exit (see [EY04℄). In
parti ular, the probability [u; ex℄ of the RMC is the same as the probability
of termination starting at the orresponding non-terminal N[u;ex℄ in the orresponding SCFG. They are also equivalent to pPDAs with a single ontrol state,
x
x
also known as pBPAs: just write pN !
p instead of N !
.
SCFGs have been studied extensively sin e the 1970s in onne tion with Natural Language Pro essing (see, e.g., [MS99℄), and their theory is intimately onne ted with that of multi-type Bran hing Pro esses. Based on results on bran hing pro esses (see, e.g., [Har63℄), one an \ hara terize" questions of almost sure
termination for SCFGs based on eigenvalues of ertain matri es asso iated with
the SCFG (see, e.g., [BT73℄). These hara terizations unfortunately often omit
spe ial un overed ases, or, worse, ontain errors (e.g., the often ited [BT73℄
ontains errors). In [EY04℄, a detailed treatment of these hara terizations is
given together with their algorithmi impli ations, establishing the following:

([EY04℄) There is polynomial-time algorithm that for a 1-exit
RMC A, and every vertex u and exit ex, determines whi h of the following
three ases hold: (1) [u; ex℄ = 0, (2) [u; ex℄ = 1, or (3) 0 < [u; ex℄ < 1.

Theorem 4.

RMCs and Newton's Method. Although we an not ompute the probabilities asso iated with an RMC exa tly, be ause as we saw they an be irrational,
we an nevertheless aim to eÆ iently approximate the probabilities numeri ally
within a desired number of bits of pre ision. Given that the LFP for equation
system x = P (x) is given by limr!1 P r (0), and P r (0) grows monotoni ally with
r, one way to try to do this would be to al ulate P r (0) for a \large enough" r.
Unfortunately, as we saw in Theorem 2, there are RMCs for whi h this approa h
fails terribly, requiring 2i iterations to obtain i bits of pre ision.
A powerful numeri al method for obtaining roots of equations is Newton's
method. In its n-dimensional version (see, e.g., [SB93℄), given a suitably di erentiable map F : Rn 7! Rn we wish to nd a solution to the system F (x) = 0.
Starting at some x0 2 Rn , the method works by iterating
xk+1

:= xk

(F 0 (xk )) 1 F (xk )

where F 0 (x) is the Ja obian matrix of partial derivatives given by

2 f1 f1 3
x1 : : : x
6
0
F (x) = 4 ... ... ... 7
5
n

fn
x1

fn
: : : x
n

The method is not even de ned if for some iterate xk the matrix F 0 (xk ) is
not invertible, and when de ned it may not onverge. In pra ti e, however, if it
onverges then it typi ally onverges very fast. Remarkably, in [EY04℄ it is shown
that for a de omposed version of the monotone non-linear systems x = P (x)
arising from an RMC, Newton's method started at x0 = 0 not only onverges
to the LFP, but does so monotoni ally:
([EY04℄) Starting at x0 = 0, Newton's method onverges monotoni ally to the LFP, q , of the system x = P (x) (appropriately de omposed) of
an RMC. In other words, limk!1 xk = q , and xk  xk+1 , for all k  0.

Theorem 5.

Moreover, from the proof it follows that, for all k  0, xk  P k (0), and that
Newton's method orresponds to a lever \a eleration" of the standard iteration
P k () whi h will typi ally be mu h faster than iterating P k (). In parti ular, on
the examples known to require exponentially many iterations of P () to a hieve
a given number of bits of pre ision, Newton's method onverging in only a linear
number of iterations (see [EY04℄ for an expanded explanation of these remarks).
Lower bounds for Rea hability. We have seen that basi questions about
rea hability probabilities an be answered in PSPACE by using the existential
theory of reals, and that for the spe ial ase of single-exit RMCs (SCFGs),
the qualitative rea hability problem, whether [u; ex℄ = 1, an be answered in
polynomial time. Can we provide any lower bounds for the remaining questions?
Hardness for standard omplexity lasses, su h as NP or PSPACE, remains open.
However, we have the following strong eviden e of \diÆ ulty". The square-root
n
sum problem is the following
P p de ision problem: given (d1 ; : : : ; dn ) 2 N and
k 2 N, de ide whether ni=1 di  k. It is known to be solvable in PSPACE, but
it has been a major open problem in the omplexity of numeri al omputation
sin e the 1970's (see, e.g., [GGJ76,Tiw92℄) whether it is solvable even in NP,
with important onsequen es in subje ts like omputational geometry.

([EY04℄) The square-root sum problem is polynomial-time redu ible to the problem of determining, given a single-exit RMC, a vertex u and
exit ex, and a rational value r, whether [u; ex℄  r.

Theorem 6.

A simple modi ation of this redu tion shows that the square-root sum problem
is polynomial-time redu ible to problem of determining, given a 2-exit RMC, a
vertex u and exit ex, whether [u; ex℄ = 1.

4 Repeated rea hability
Let a run of a Markov hain be either an in nite path or a nite path ending at
a halting state without su essors. Given an initial state s0 and a set of states
S , we are interested in the probability that the runs starting at s0 repeatedly
visit states of S , i.e., that they visit S in nitely often. (For a formal de nition
of this probability and a proof that it exists, see for instan e [Var85,EKM04℄.)
If the ase of at-programs, both the qualitative and the quantitative repeated
rea hability problems an be solved by slight modi ations of the algorithms
for the rea hability problems, with the same omplexity. Let us now onsider
pro edural programs. For onvenien e, we model the program as a pushdown
automaton with an initial on guration 0 = hp0 ; X0 i. To simplify the presentation we assume that the set of on gurations that should be repeatedly visited,
denoted by Cr , is the set of on gurations with head pr Xr for some ontrol state
pr and some sta k symbol Xr (see [EKM04℄ for a more general ase) .
We de ne a new nite Markov hain MH su h that the repeated rea hability problem for 0 and Cr an be redu ed to a repeated rea hability problem
for MH , whi h we already know how to solve. The key notion we need are the
minima of an in nite run, de ned indu tively as follows. The rst minimum
x2
1
! : : :, where i = hpi ; i i, is the smallest index j
of an in nite run 0 x!
1
su h that j k j  j j j for every k  j . For every i > 1, if j is the i-th minimum of the run, then the (i + 1)-th minimum is the rst minimum of the suÆx
xj+2
! j+2 : : :. In words, the rst minimum is the index of the rst onj +1
guration having minimal sta k length and the (i + 1)-th minimum is obtained
by hopping o the pre x of the run up to the i-minimum, and taking the rst
minimum of the rest. Now, what is the probability that the (i + 1)-th minimum
has head qY , if the i-th minimum has head pX ? It is proved in [EKM04℄ that
this probability depends only on pX and qY . Intuitively, if hp; X i is the on guration at the i-th minimum, all its su essor on gurations in the run have at
the bottom of the sta k. So plays no r^ole in determining the head of the next
minimum, be ause from hp; X i onward all sta k operations \happen above ".
This result allows us to de ne a Markov hain whose states are the heads
of the pPDA plus two spe ial states Init and Ter , and whose transitions are as
follows, where PMin (pX; qY ) denotes the probability that a minimum has head
pY assuming that the previous minimum has head pX :
{

{
{
{

x
Init !
Ter , where x is the probability that a run starting at 0 terminates,
i.e., rea hes a on guration of the form hp; i;
1
Ter !
Ter ;
x
Init !
pX for every head pX su h that x = PMin (p0 X0 ; pX ) > 0; and
x
pX !
qY for every two heads pX and qY su h that x = PMin (pX; qY ) > 0.

How an we de ide if PMin (pX; qY ) > 0? Using the results of the previous
se tion, we an ompute for every p; q; X the probability [pXq ℄ of rea hing hq; i
from hp; X i (these are essentially the probabilities [u; ex℄ of the previous se tion),
and the probability [pX ℄" of never emptying the sta k from hp; X i (i.e., of never

rea hing a on guration of the form hq; i for any ontrol state q ). Consider now
a run starting at hp; X i. In order to rea h the next minimum at hq; Y i for some
, the pPDA has the following possibilities:
{

{

{

x
Apply the rule pX !
qY , if it exists, and then, from hq; Y i, never empty
the sta k.
x
Apply a rule pX !
qY Z for some Z , and then keep Z forever at the bottom
of the sta k.
x
Apply a rule pX !
rZY for some r; Z , from hr; ZY i rea h the on guration
hq; Y i, and then never empty the sta k.

It is easy to ompute the probability of ea h ase. Adding them we obtain:

X

PMin (pX; qY ) =
pX

P

x  [qY ℄" +

! qY
x

pX

X

x  [qY ℄" +

! qY Z
x

pX

X

x  [rZq℄  [qY ℄"

! rZY
x

Sin e [pX ℄" + q2Q [pXq ℄ = 1, where Q is the set of ontrol states of the pPDA,
de iding if PMin (pX; qY ) > 0 redu es to de iding if [qY ℄ "> 0 for ea h head
qY . By the results of the previous se tion, this an be done in PSPACE, and in
PTIME for pBPAs or 1-exit RMCs.
Using this nite hain we an de ide if a run repeatedly visits on gurations
of Cr at minima with probability 1 (at least ). But, what happens if the ongurations of Cr o ur between minima? To solve this problem, we split ea h
state pX into (pX; 0) and (pX; 1), and assign transition probabilities as follows.
1 (qY; 1), where f 2 f0; 1g, we set x to the probFor a transition (pX; f ) x!
1
ability that a run starting at hp; X i hits the se ond minimum (hp; X i itself is
the rst) at a on guration with head qY and visits some on guration of Cr
0 (qY; 0) we set x = PMin (pX; qY ) x .
in-between. For a transition (pX; f ) x!
0
1
The Markov hain MH mentioned at the beginning of the se tion is the result
of performing this modi ation. A run of the pPDA repeatedly visits on gurations of Cr if and only if it orresponds to a run of MH that repeatedly visits
states of the form (pX; 1). In order to solve the qualitative repeated rea hability
problem, we onstru t MH and then apply the algorithm for the nite state
ase. Noti e, however, that we do not need the exa t values of the transition
probabilities of MH , we only have to de ide if they are positive. This yields
a PSPACE-algorithm for the qualitative repeated rea hability problem, and a
PTIME-algorithm for pBPA or 1-exit RMC, the same status as for rea hability.
A lower bound for the general ase is open, but the remarks in se tion 3 on lower
bounds for rea hability apply also to repeated rea hability.
For the quantitative repeated rea hability problem we need to solve a linear
system of equations whose oeÆ ients are the probabilities of the transitions of
MH . Complexity questions have not been studied in detail yet.

5 Model he king PCTL
The syntax of PCTL, the probabilisti extension of CTL proposed in [HJ94℄ is
given by:

' ::= tt j A j :' j '1 ^ '2 j X  ' j '1 U  '2
where A is an atomi proposition,  is a probability, and X and U are the
next and until operators of LTL. Formulas with operators ; =; <; > an be
`simulated' by boolean ombinations. A state of a Markov hain satis es X  '
or '1 U  '2 if the probability that a run starting at it satis es X ' or '1 U '2 ,
respe tively, is at least . The qualitative fragment of PCTL is obtained by
requiring  2 f0; 1g.
Given a Markov hain M and a PCTL formula ', let [ ' ℄ denote the set of
states of M satisfying '. As in the ase of CTL, the key to a model- he king
algorithm for PCTL onsists of, given [ '1 ℄ ; [ '2 ℄ , omputing [ '1 U  '2 ℄ . In
the ase of at-programs, [  ℄ is omputed bottom-up, i.e., omputing rst [ 0 ℄
for all subformulas 0 of . This an be done using well-known graph algorithms
if  2 f0; 1g, and solving linear systems of equations otherwise [HJ94℄.
In the pro edural ase, we fa e an obsta le: Sin e the Markov hain is in nite,
the set [ ' ℄ may be in nite, and annot be omputed by expli it enumeration
of its elements. Let us see the impli ations of this.
A valuation is regular if [ A ℄ is a regular set for every atomi proposition A,
where `regular' is used in the language-theoreti sense: A on guration hp; i is
seen as the word p . It is shown in [EKM04℄ that if a valuation is e e tively
regular, then [ ' ℄ is e e tively regular for every PCTL formula '. This provides
a solution to the in nity problem: Compute a nite automaton re ognizing [ ' ℄ .
We sket h the proof of this regularity result for a parti ular ase. We
show that [ '1 U 1 '2 ℄ is regular if [ '1 ℄ is the set of all on gurations, and
[ '2 ℄ = fhq; ig for some given ontrol state q . Let a head pX be almost surely
terminating (a.s.t.) if a run starting at hp; X i empties the sta k with probability
1. Given an a.s.t. pX , let Emp(pX ) be the set of states r su h that the probability of rea hing hr; i from hp; X i is non-zero. Then [ '1 U 1 '2 ℄ is the least
set C ontaining hq; i and satisfying: If pX is a.s.t. and hr; i 2 C for every
r 2 Emp(pX ), then hp; X i 2 C . Consider now the automaton having the set of
sta k symbols as alphabet, all subsets of ontrol states as states, all singletons
X
fpg as initial states, the set fqg as nal state, and a transition
S P1 ! P2 if and
only if the head pX is a.s.t. for every p 2 P1 , and P2 = p2P1 Emp(pX ). This
automaton a epts 2  from the state p if and only if hp; i 2 C , and so
[ '1 U 1 '2 ℄ is regular.
The exa t omplexity of the model he king problem for pPDAs and the
qualitative fragment of PCTL with regular valuations is still open. Using results
of [Wal00℄ it is easy to show that the problem is EXPTIME-hard, even for pPBAs
or 1-exit RMCs [May04℄. We also know that the problem an be solved in triple
exponential time [Ku04℄.

If ' does not belong to the qualitative fragment, the set [ ' ℄ may not be
regular, even for a regular valuation. Consider the pPDA

pX
pX

! qX
=
! rX

1=2

1 2

qX
qX
qY

! q
=
! sX
! q
1=2

1 2

1

rX
rY
rY

! r
=
! r
=
! qY
1

1 2

1 2

sX
sY

! sX
! sY
1

1

and atomi propositions A1 , A2 together with the regular valuation in whi h
[ A1 ℄ is the set of all on gurations, and [ A2 ℄ = fhq; ig. It is easy to see that

fhp; X nY m i j n; m > 0g \ [ A U = A ℄ = fhp; X nY n i j n > 0g
whi h, sin e fhp; X n Y m i j n; m  0g is regular and fhp; X n Y n i j n  0g is not,
implies that [ A U = A ℄ is not regular. In [BKS℄, the pPDA above is used as
1

1

=1 2

=1 2

2

2

a building blo k in a redu tion from the halting problem for 2- ounter ma hines
to the model he king problem for pPDA's and PCTL, whi h shows that the
latter is unde idable.

6 Model he king Bu hi automata spe i ations
Let M be a Markov hain modelling a program. We formalize the spe i ation as
a Bu hi automaton B . A word a epted by B is seen as a `good behaviour' of the
2 :::
1 q a!
program. (Re all that B a epts a word a1 a2 : : : if it has a run q0 a!
1
and an a epting state q that the run visits in nitely often.) The veri ation
problem is to de ide if a run of M is a epted by B (i.e., is `a good behaviour')
with probability 1, or with probability at least  for a given  2 [0; 1℄.
For at-programs, the alphabet of B is the set of states of M , whi h is nite.
For pro edural programs, we take as alphabet the set of heads of P . This means
that spe i ations an refer to the ontrol points and variables of the program,
but not to the sta k of a tivation re ords (see [BKS℄ for a generalization).
The veri ation problem for at-programs is solved (in two ways) in
[Var85,CY95℄. For the pro edural ase, assume rst that B is deterministi , as
done in [EKM04℄. We onstru t the pPDA P  B having pairs (p; b) as states,
x
where p is a ontrol state of P and b is a state of B , and rules (p; b)X !
(p0 ; b0 ) ,
x 0
where pX !
p is a rule of P and q pX! q0 is a transition of B. We onstru t
the Markov hain MH having states of the form ((p; b)X; f ), where f = 1 denotes that some on guration h(q; b0 ); i with b0 a epting has been visited sin e
the last minimum. A run of P is a epted by B with probability 1 (at least ) if
and only if a run of MH repeatedly visits states satisfying f = 1 with probability
1 (at least ). So the veri ation problem redu es to the repeated rea hability
problem.
The nondeterministi ase was left open in [EKM04℄. The following solution is
from [BKS℄. In a rst step, B is transformed into a deterministi Muller automaton B 0 with a eptan e sets Q1 ; : : : ; Qn . (Re all that B 0 a epts a word a1 a2 : : : if
2 : : : and an a eptan e set Q su h that the set of states
1 q a!
it has a run q0 a!
i
1

visited by the run in nitely often is exa tly Qi .) The produ t P B 0 is de ned as
above. However, we rede ne the states of the Markov hain MH so that they not
only re e t whether some a epting state was visited sin e the last minimum,
but also whi h states of B 0 were visited. More formally, we repla e the boolean
x
f by a set of states of B0, and in a transition ((p1 ; b1 )X1 ; S1 ) !
((p2 ; b2 )X2 ; S2 )
we set x to the probability of, starting at h(p1 ; b1 ); X1 i, hitting the next minimum at a on guration with head (p2 ; b2 )X2 , and visiting exa tly the states
of S2 in-between. With this de nition of MH , the runs of P are a epted by
B0 with probability 1 if and only if every bottom strongly onne ted omponent of MH satis es the following property: if the states of the omponent are
((p1 ; b1 )X1 ; S1 ); : : : ((pn ; bn )Xn ; Sn ), then S1 [ : : : [ Sn is an a eptan e set of B 0 .
While this shows that the problem of he king Bu hi automata spe i ations is
de idable, the exa t omplexity of the problem is open.
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